Lessons 6, 7, & 8 – Factors Influencing Tourism Podcast

Outcomes: 

A4 - identify the impact of some trends upon the tourism industry
A8 - analyze and assess factors that have an impact on the tourism industry

Required Materials:

Computers with Internet access (either 1 per student or 1 per group)
Computer Microphone 
Sound Recording/Editing Software (e.g. Audacity – found at www.download.com) 
Course Website (or alternative website capable of hosting mp3 files)

Methodology:

Open with an online video taken during the September 11th, 2001 aftermath regarding travel problems (Ensure students are comfortable discussing the events before showing).
     (e.g. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozrXQS5TgTE)
	Lead a discussion about what types of factors influence travel. 
	Brainstorm ideas with students. Some suggestions:
	Natural disasters

Human-made calamities
Rising gas prices 
Rising Canadian currency
Border security concerns
Airport security concerns
Tourist trauma while vacationing abroad

Activity:

	Students, in pairs or by themselves, will create a 4-minute podcast (for definition see: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/podcast) that will act as a news report regarding one of the aforementioned factors affecting the tourism industry. 
	Students will be required to research media reports for information on their topic. Students will take notes on what they watch, read or hear and properly cite all sources. 
	Students will then write a script that will serve as the basis of their podcast. They should be sure to include the following discussions:
	What their topic is

How it affects the tourism industry 
What do some experts have to say about their topic
What are some historical events/issues that contributed to their topic’s increasing importance
What do the students believe will be the future implications of their topic – i.e. do they see it becoming less of a concern or more of a concern
	Students will then record their podcast using software such as Audacity. They should edit it for content and clarity. Once it is complete, they will submit to the teacher for assessment and posting. 
	The teacher can then post the podcasts for the other students to listen to on their own time

Assessment:

	See attached rubric for grading of podcast (Appendix E)

Students can create their own objective-question quiz for the other students to ensure everyone listens to all podcasts

Resources:
For up-to-date industry predictions regarding impacting factors, visit 
	http://www.corporate.canada.travel/en/ca/research_statistics/trends_outlook/forward_looking/index.html 
	Select “Short-Term Market Outlook”
	Select most recent Quarter
	In most cases, students will have to search through periodicals and media outlets to complete their analysis

